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Short Synopsis
‘The Ghosts of Crowley Hall’ is the documentary about the
Paranormal Investigation that was carried out at Crowley Hall,
England in the summer of 2007. It shows the events of Ghost
Hunter Arron Kasady, his team of Investigators and their experience
at the hall.

Full Synopsis
There have been many supposed ghost sightings at Crowley Hall in
England. During its life, the hall has had a number of paranormal
incidents suggesting the presence of ghosts, and there are ghost
stories dating back to the 1950's. Recently, a ghost photo was
recovered during renovations at the hall, and this prompted a full
ghost investigation there.
In early 2007, a small team of paranormal investigators led by
Arron Kasady, entered the building to conduct some preliminary
tests. Photographs were taken, that produced images of strange
orbs in certain rooms, particularly the old children’s nursery. Erratic
temperature readings were recorded throughout the hall, and the
team had the feeling of being constantly watched.
Following on from this initial research, Arron decided to conduct a
full investigation into the ghosts that apparently reside at Crowley
Hall. Not much is publicly know about the strange phenomena and
ghostly sightings that have happened there, so it was a good
opportunity to delve into the unknown and tell the story of the
Ghosts of Crowley Hall.
A ghost team that included a parapsychologist, spiritual medium
and journalist, together with a film crew, spent a night at the hall.
Throughout the night, various experiments designed to provoke
paranormal activity took place. The centrepiece of the night was a
séance, conducted by Arron himself.
However, not everything went as planned. The investigation was
abandoned, with the investigation team and film crew returning a
few months later to continue what they had started. The whole
event was filmed and photographed for the documentary entitled
'The Ghosts of Crowley Hall'.

The Main Film Crew
Director/Producer
Daren Marc
Daren Marc has always wanted to make
films ever since picking up a camera and
making his first film when he was 12. He
has studied graphic design at college,
where he directed a couple of music
videos using local bands.
He has written various feature length
screenplays and short films, before
moving to London to study film at the
University of North London. During his time there, he worked on
various short films, including the gothic horror ‘Oras De Vampir’,
which he wrote and co-directed. Since then he has written, directed
and edited the short suspense thriller ‘The Storm’, about a business
woman trapped in her apartment with an unknown assailant. ‘The
Ghosts of Crowley Hall’ is his first feature film.

Writer/Producer
Arron Kasady
Arron Kasady is a screenwriter, producer
and, in his spare time, a ghost hunter.
An avid film watcher, it was with an
English degree in hand and that Arron
decided he future lay in writing
screenplays. Arron practised in his earlier
years by writing scripts for several small
comic books created by friends before
moving onto the medium of
screenwriting.
When his original idea for a collaboration with Daren Marc didn’t
come to fruition, it was only a matter of time before Arron, with the
help of Daren, was able to meld his three favourite pastimes into
the ‘Ghosts of Crowley Hall’.

Singer/Song Writer –
LadyAxe
LadyAxe has been part of the Death
Metal scene since she was 19, singing
alongside bands such as V.O.D. and
Stryder in the clubs and bars of South
Africa. Recently she directed her first
horror movie ‘Ukoyika’, the story of an
Australian tourist who goes missing and
meets a bunch of cannibals.
Axe was asked to write and record the
main track to the movie ‘The Ghosts of Crowley Hall’. As well as
performing ‘The Invitation’ for the movie, she also directed the
accompanying music video.
She is currently recording her first solo album entitled ‘Fe-Metal’,
which she is also writing and producing.

Other Key Crew Members
Adrian Bowley – Director of Photography
Adrian is a Writer/Director/Actor. Credits include ‘Balloon’, ‘Guerrilla
Distribution’ and the documentary ‘Hypocritical Druggy Nation’.

Jules Ross – Camera Assistant
Jules is a primarily a Film Producer. Credits include the feature film
‘Guerrilla Distribution’, ‘Most Delicate Form’ and ‘The Christmas
Fairy’.

Sheena McKellar – Make-Up Artist
Previous credits include the feature film ‘Love_Bytes’
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Reviews
I’m one of those people that usually don’t see many of these ghost
shows like ‘Ghost Hunters’ and ‘Paranormal State’ because I don’t
put too much stock into the existence of ghosts, until I watched this
film. I was frightened at times with ‘The Ghosts of Crowley Hall’.
Maybe the reason I was scared during this documentary, was the
fact that this event really took place.
Director Daren Marc does a very good job in documenting the failed
attempts that Arron Kasady and his team had. Marc doesn’t inject
himself too much into the film unless he was asked to by Kasady.
The team’s frightening moments were captured very well. There
were a few dead spots there and here, but it’s supposed to happen
in a documented investigation like this. I liked, how Marc also adds
interviews before the attempts as he tries to get a sense of what
the main players in the investigation were going through in their
minds before entering the haunted halls.
The end result is ‘The Ghosts of Crowley Hall’ made me believe that
ghosts really do exist. Also, I highly recommend this film
particularly to fans of these paranormal series that I mentioned in
the opening of my review.
**** FilmArcade.Net

‘The Ghosts Of Crowley Hall’ is a documentary Arron Kasady and a
team of other experts set out with a vengeance to make and you
see their determination as well as many parts of this old historic
building. When the team holds a séance things start to get
interesting and are visited first by a man named Alfred and then by
a spirit believed to be Leys himself. If you like shows like ‘Ghost
Hunters’ or if you like old abandoned buildings like me this film is
for you. It was a little hard to hear some of the reaction bangs but
none the less it was exciting to watch. I sincerely hope they go back
and see what other things they can find out about this amazing
historic place!
7/10 AngryPrincess (Horror Society, Dread Central.Com)

Publicity
Internet Promotion

www.crowleyhallghosts.com

www.myspace.com/crowleyhallghosts

Lots more information on the history and paranormal activity of Crowley Hall, and
the film ‘The Ghosts of Crowley Hall’ can be found at the above websites. There
you will find various video clips, movie trailer, music video and more photos and
information about the movie.

DVD Release
The NTSC DVD of ‘The Ghosts of Crowley Hall’ has had a limited release through
the official websites.

Running Time: 83 Mins
English Language
UK
Completed Feb 2008
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